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THE USE OF HYPSOMETRY TO INDICATE LONG-TER M STABILITY AND 
RESPONSE OF V ALLEY GLACIERS TO CH ANGES IN MASS TRANSFER 
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U niversi t y of Colorado, Bou lder, Colorado 80309, U .S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. A simple eq u at ion is der ived relat ing th e !l et mass- balance 
a nd h ypsom et ric curves o ra steady-state va ll ey g lacier. I t is used to exa mine 
how valley sha pe is linked to dispara tc exte nts and responses of g lac ie rs 
subj ec ted to simil a r climat ic conditio ns. Examples a re g ive n wh ich sh o\\l 
th at area-based indices (e .g. AA R ) for est imat ing tht' equilibrium lin e 
a ltitud e (EL1\ ) may be subj ec t to a subs tanti a l bu ilt- in va riance beca use 
they implicitly rcly upon sim il a rit y of g lacier sh a p e and regimen over a 
regio n. Ifaccurate topogra phic maps arc 3\'a ilablc , the equation may be 
lIsed 10 infe r the reg inwll or modern gl<tr irrs in th e rorm of' a dimensio n less 
r a ti o of net mass- balance g ra dients. Alternati vel y, if similar info rm atio n is 
ava il ahle conce rning regional g lacier regim e n , dispara te extents a nd re
spo nses may be ro llcctiw' ly utilized 10 est imate va lu cs of ELA or to infe r 
cl im a ti c innucnre, tak ing g lacier hypsolll l' try into account. 

R ESC~'II1:. J) p I'lIlili.wtion de I'h),/JSomelrie comf11e indicalna de slabilitt a long 
lerme el deJ repollses des glaciers de valUe a dfJ challgemenIJ dQfu les billlTlS de maSJI!. 

Une ('quatio n simple es t obtenue relia nt la co urbe de bil an df' masse net e t 
la co urbe hypsomet ri que d ' un g larirr de va ll t'f e n equ ilibre. Elk es t utili see 
pou r exam iner comment la formc de la va ll ce cstl iee ll. d es exte nsio ns e t d es 
rt'po nses cOlltrasu:'cs de g lac ie rs sOllmis il. d('s conditi o ns cl ima tiq ues se lll
blablcs. Dt'~ exe mples so nt donnes qu i monlrenl que drs indices bases sur 
les surfaces (par exemp lc J"AAR .) pOllr I'es limalion de 1'('lc"alion de la ligne 
d'rqu ili b re (ELA ) pcuvcnt et re ~ uj ('ts it UIl(' varia nce incorporce subs lan
tielle paree qu'cl1e repose im pl icitcmcnt sur une similit ude de la fo rm e C l elu 
rrg im e des g laciers sur toutc line ri·gio n. Si I'o n dispose de canes IOpO

graphiques pri'cis{'s I'i'q uation peut Cll't' utilisee pour rctrouvl'r le regime d es 

I NTROOUCTl ON 

The disparate ways in which valley glaciers res
pond to changes in climate has long attracted the 
attention of Quaternary scientists. Disparate res
ponses confuse any attempt to generalize in a simple 
way how glaciers of a region should, or have, res
ponded to climatic events. Some variation can be 
explained by differences in local cl imate surrounding 
individual glac iers, but much variation must be ex
plained by the many morphologic and glaciological 
features which distinguish individual glaciers, in
c luding differences in size, steep ness, elevation, 
mass turnover, areal distribution of accumu lation 
and ablation, etc . (Andrews and others, 1970; Paterson, 
1981). (Many of these feat ures, in fact, are linked 
with local climate . ) 

Much effort has been devoted to understanding the 
many linkages between glaciers, the i r morphology, and 
the surrounding climate . An understanding of these 
linkages forms the base for the particular problem of 
climatic reconstruction . Thi s problem requires de
tailing the mechanisms of adjustment between input 
(climate) and output (glacier geometry) from which 
the inverse may be deduced -- whet her it concerns 
changes over an historical record (Nye, 1965; Ku hn, 
[1981J; Sm ith and Budd, [1981J) , or changes inferred 
from the glacial geologic record (Meier, 1965; 
Andrews, [C1975J) . However, because of the number and 
complexity of linkages, frequent l y only certain ones 
can be accounted for in expla i ning or predicting 
glacier response whereas the majo ri ty contribute , to 
greater or less degrees, to unexp l ained variance i n 
the predi ctions. This is particularly bothersome as 
the record of changes i n glacier reg i men becomes more 
incomplete with increasingly older glacial events . 
This is sufficient reason to continue to examine our 

g lac iers mod e rnes sous la rorme cI ' un rap po rt ad ime nsio nn e l e ntre les g ra
di ents de bilan d e masse. Recip roq uc m en t si de sc mblab les info rm a tions 
ex istent sur le regime des glaciers de la region , les diffe rences d es extensions 
el des re po nses peuvent i:tre utilisees e nse mbles pOll r est im e r l' EI....1\ ou pour 
reconst it uer I' in fl uence c1 imatiquc en prenalll en compte I'h ypso meLrie du 
glacier. 

ZUSAl\.H,IENFASSUNG. BerlUl<.ung der I-ItihtTIgestalt ~ur Knm::.eichmmg der 
I.allgzeit-Stabilitiit ulld der Reaktion liall Talgletschern nu[ AnderuT/gen im Mass
euJrallsport. Mil Hill"e eine r Bczichung zwisc he n dem Netto
~I assenb il a n zbild und drm Hohen lini enbil d eines T a lg lelSch ers wird ein e 
cin fac he Gleichung fUr dessen statio n a ren Zustand he rge lcitet. Di ese \Vi rd 
benulz t, urn z u untcrsuchen. wie d ie Talform mit verschicd c n e n Ausmassen 
und R ea kti o ne n von Gletsc hern , di e a hnlichen klimatisc hen Bedingungcn 
lIntcrliegcn, ve rbunden isl. Es werde n Beispiele \'orgeruhn, d ie zeigen, class 
gebietsabh iingige Ind izes (z. B. AAR ) zur Abscha lzu ng de r Hohe der 
G leichgcwic h LS lini c (EI.A ) eine wescnl liche innere Sc hwan kungsbrei lc be
sitzen konn c ll , wcil sic implizit e in e Ahnli chkeit del' Gl c tsc h erfo rm und des 
Hausha lts innc rhalb eines Gebie tcs \'orallssetzen . Sind genaue lDpO

graphisc hc Kancn \'orh and en, so ka nn dir Gleichung daz u bc nul z t werden, 
den Ha ush a l L jungcr Glelsc her in Fo rm {' in es dimensio nslose n Verhail nisses 
von Grad ientcn der l\cllo-~I assenbil a nz abzuleiten. Si nd a hnliche 1l1for
mationcn iibc-r dCIl regiona len Glclscherhausha lt ve rfugba r, so ko nllen 
crsa tzweise ve rsc hicdcne J\usmasse und Rea ktioncn ko ll ekt iv zur Ab
sch ~itz ullg d e r ELt\ oder zur A blcitu ng d es kli ma tisch e n Einnusses lI ntn 
Beri.i cksic h l ig ung d er Hiihengesla ll d cs Glelschers heran gezogen werden. 

understanding of the many linkages between glacier 
response and climate in an effort to "isolate" causes 
of va r iation and thereby take them into account . And 
it is particularly worthwhile because so much of our 
understanding of past climates is based on interpre
tations of the glacial geological record . 

Our objective in this paper is to consider a sma ll 
part of the problem, namely to examine one way in 
which valley topography is linked to long-term glacier 
re sponse through the distribution of a glacier's sur
face area over elevation and the distribution of mass 
balance over elevation . We will show that area-based 
indices (e.g. AAR, the accumulation area ratio) for 
estimat in g values of ELA (equilibrium lin e altitudes) 
may be subject to a substantial built - in variance be
cause they rely upon simi l a rity of glaci er shape and 
regimen over a region . 

The classic flow diagram of Meier (1965) linking 
regional climate ultimate ly with the geo logi c record 
(Fi g. 1) se rves well as a conceptual framework in 
whi ch the effects of topography may be considered . 
Figure 1 is divided to correspond with what Meier and 
Tangborn (1965) point out to be two parts of the 
problem of relating glacier res po nse to climate. The 
first (Fig . la) concerns treatment of a gl acier as a 
dynam i c boundary over which mass and energy are ex 
cha nged with the atmosphere to produce temporal and 
spatial variations in the mass balance of the glac
ier (Kuhn, [1981J) . Topography is linked to regional 
climate within this boundary system to produce local 
variations in mass input (l i nk 1) and energy balance 
(link 2) . Link 1 includes such factors as orographic 
effects on snow accumulation, snow drifting due to 
1 oca 1 wi nd patterns, and suscepti bi 1 i ty of va 11 ey 
walls to avalanching. Link 2 chiefly concerns local 
variations of insolation with aspect, its modifica
tion through topographic shading, or the effects of 
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Fig . ~ • .r a) G~nel'c:Lized Linkage b~tween l'egio~aL dimate and individ 1nL gLadel' mass baLanae; topography 
mod~f~es th~s L~nkage by affeat~ng LoaaL aL~mate, i . e . LoaaL mass input and energy baLanae . 
(~) ,Linkc:ge between mc:ss baLanae and gLaaier r~sp:Jnse as refLeated by the geoLogia record; topography 
L~m~ts, ~n part, gLac~er geometry and affeats ~ce-fLow dynamics . See text for expLanation of Links 1-4. 
(Fig ure modif ied from Meiel' (1965) and Andrews ( [ c1975].) 

l oca l wind patterns on sensible heat transfers . The 
scales over which these l inks operate correspond to 
the domain of boundary - layer climate features (Oke, 
1978) . Additionally, though not shown, there are 
more - or-less direct linkages between c l imate and flow 
dynamics in Figure lb . Examples include the effects 
of avai lable thermal energy on ice temperature and 
the availability of water for delivery to the base 
of the ice (Paterson, 1981) . 

The second part of the problem of relating glac
ier response to climate concerns treatment of the 
dynamics of the ice body which lead to variations in 
glacier geometry (Fig. 1b). Topography is linked to 
this system as a boundary which physically restricts 
the dimensions of the ice, its area l distribution 
over elevation, and hence, elevational variations in 
mass balance (link 3); and which interacts with the 
base of the ice, locally affecting such factors as 
flow patterns, flow rates, surface gradient, and ice 
thickness (link 4). As suggested by the double (feed
back) arrow, these factors in the flow diagram are 
interactive, and this has important consequences to 
be discussed later . Link 3, between mass balance and 
geometry, is the chief concern of this paper . 

LONG-TERM RESPONSE AND STATIONARITY 

It is usually the case that the output of the 
first aspect of the problem, i.e . mass balance, is 
taken as input for the treatment of the ice dynamics 
(e.g . Nye, 1965; Budd and Jenssen, [1975J; Allison 
and Kruss, 1977) . Similarly, in the following treat~ 
ment of the relation between topography and glacier 
response, we largely neglect links 1 and 2, and treat 
changes in climate as equivalent to changes in accumu
lation and ablation. For simplicity, particularly with 
respect to long-term response, we wi 11 consider them 
to be step changes between stationary conditions . 
This must include the understanding that a particular 
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ba 1 ance cu rye (expressed ", n re 1 at i on to e 1 eva t ion) 
may not become "set" until transition between station
ary states is complete. This is because the response 
of a glaci er to an impl i ed step change in surface mass 
flux may not consist of a simp l e advance or retreat . 
A change in mass flux may lead to adjustments i n local 
ice thickness, surface gradient, flow rate, and basal 
shear stresses which , through feedback , may influence 
the local surface mass flux. Therefore, the change 
in a mass - balance curve ("input") associated with a 
change in climate reflects not only the linkages with 
regi ana 1 cl i mate depi cted in Fi gure la, but a 1 so the 
local mutual adjustments between geometry ("output") 
and flow dynamics depicted in Figure lb . 

The assumption of "step changes between stationary 
condi t ions" is necessa ry to treat long -term response 
inferred from old glacial deposits . However, long
term stationarity includes random fluctuations about 
the average mass-balance conditions and average geo
metry (inferred from the geologic record) that we are 
attempting to correlate . In this respect, moraine 
positions, upon which valley-glacier reconstructions 
are most frequently based, reflect the sum of trans
ient depositional events. The spatial average of the 
terminus position, presumed to be closely mimicked by 
the terminal moraine, may not correspond to the time
averaged mass-balance conditions. Therefore, to use 
the stationarity assumption, it is necessary to as 
sert that fluctuations in the terminus are restricted 
to a small percentage of the total glacier extent, 
and that large moraines constructed over tens or hun 
dreds of yea rs more or 1 ess refl ect thi s . 

With these points in mind, the steady-state ap
proach is suited for exami ni ng how va 11 ey topography 
may affect low-frequency, high-amplitude responses of 
glaciers to changes in mass balance because the prob
lem is reduced to a geometric one. It is similar to 
the approach of Mercer (1962[bJ) in that it considers 
area-elevation "requirements" for ablation, given a 
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particular mass accumulation and given the restric
tions which topography places on where the ablation 
zone can and cannot expand or contract. Moreover, 
this geometric link is a necessary part of combining 
observations of present glaciers with Quaternary 
interpretations, particularly in evaluating time
distance diagrams from adjoining valleys with dis
tinct geometries (e . g . Miller, unpublished). 

GLACIER HYPSOMETRY AND MASS BALANCE 

Some of the equations discussed in this section 
can be derived directly from the works of Kurowsk i 
(1981), Osmaston (1975), and LaChapelle (1962) . How
ever, we develop them in full to maintain a focus on 
our specific objectives. Three assumptions, the first 
and third to be examined later, apply to the follow
ing discussion: 
(i) the net mass-balance curve (water-equivalent depth 
in relation to elevation) of a glacier can be approxi
mated as two linear functions above (accumulation 
zone) and below $ab1ation zone) the ELA; 
(ii) the net mass-balance curve reflects a stat i onary 
condition; and 
(iii) valley topography sufficiently confines the 
glacier such that a change in mass balance (from one 
to another stationary condition) is accompanied by a 
purely e1evationa1 response (from one to another 
steady state) in the terminus - i.e. cross-valley 
variations in accumulation and ablation, at a particu
lar elevation, are accounted for in the linear balance 
curve. 

A rectilinear coordinate system is not well suited 
for treatment of mass transfers over a glacier owing 
to the complexity of spatial variations in width, 
slope, and ax i a 1 di stance for most gl aci ers. Alterna
tively, the hypsometric curve of a glacier's plani
metric area in relation to elevation (Fig. 2) defines, 
1n a two-d1mens1ona1 manner, the factors necessary 
for a functional treatment of surface mass transfers. 
Moreover, it will be shown that the graphical di splay 
of hy~sometry, whic~ is easily constructed from topo
graph1c maps, can Y1e1d useful information concerning 
glac1er reg1men - despite the fact that the geometries 
of most glaciers cannot be precisely mathematically 
defined. 

ELEVATION (Z) ~ 

Let F(z) represent the hypsometric relationship of 
area A to elevation z (Fig . 2) . The slope of F(z) is 
given by 

dA 
- = L cot a 
dz 

(1 ) 

where Lis the contour 1 ength and Cl is the mean sur
face slope at a particular elevation on the glacier. 
Thus, if f(z) = F' (z), and letting g(z) and h(z) rep
resent the net mass-balance curves for the accumula
tion and ablation zones respectively, 

ELA Zt 
f f(z) g(z) dz + f f(z) h(z) dz o (2 ) 

zm ELA 

where zm is the maximum glacier elevation and Zt is 
the terminus-position elevation. Equation (2) states 
simply that the sum "of the mass volumes accumulated 
and ablated equal s zero for a steady-state condition. 
Rearranging Equation (2), 

Zt zm 
f f(z) h(z) dz = f f(z) g(z) dz, (3) 

ELA ELA 

so that the ELA may be considered a reference eleva
tion . Using the Mean Value Theorem, Equation (3) may 
be written as 

Zt zm 
h(c') f f(z) dz = g(c") f f(z) dz 

ELA ELA 
(4) 

where c' and c" are particular values of z. Because 
the integrands of Equation (4) are equal to the total 
area of the ablation zone Ab and the area of the 
accumulation zone Ac, h(c') and h(c") must equal the 
~really-weighted mean water-equivalent depths, db and 
dc, for the ablation and accumulation zones respect
ively. Thus Equation (4) may be simply written 

(5) 

The elevation values c' and c" (he reafter denoted by 
lb and lC) are given by 

1 Zt 
zb = - f z f(z) dz 

Ab ELA 
(6) 

and 

zm 
Zc f 

Ac ELA 
z f(z) dz (7) 

where, for convenience, zb and Zc are measured from 
the ELA as positive values. It 1S noted that the in
tegrands of Equations (6) and (7) are geometric mo
ments . 

Now, because g(z) and h(z) must pass through the 
values d c and ab, it follows that the gradients, bnc 
and bnb, of the curves g(z) and h(z) are defined as 

(8) 

Fig . 2. Hypsometric cur>ve F( z) reLating the distribution and 
of gLacier sur>face area A to eLevation z . Note compLex-
ity of width, sur>face sLope , and axiaL distance on t opo
graphic map of gLacier (contour> intervaL eqlnLs 500 
feet; vaLues in thousands of feet, one foot is 0 . 305 m) . 

(9) 
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From Equations (5), (8), and (9), 

(lOa) 

or equivalently 

(lOb) 

where mc and mb are geometric moments. 
Equation (1) describes the interrelation between 

the mass balance of a glacier and the distribution of 
its surface area over elevation . That is, given that 
the initial assumption (i) is met, Equation (10) must 
be satisfied for a steady-state condition . But Equa
tion (10) also reflects the indeterminacy of the 
interrelationship; assuming momentarily that the ratio 
bnb/b nc (balance ratio BR) is fixed, an infinity of 
values of the remaining variables can satisfy Equation 
(10). However, the fundamental information contained 
in Equation (l0) is that for a particular balance 
ratio, a steady-state condition is most likely to be 
achieved by concomitant adjustment of the moment terms, 
A and z. Moreover, by setting the value of the balance 
ratio and the values of lC and Ac (which is equiva 
lent to setting the ELA for a particular area of 
accumulation), the importance of valley topography be
comes clear. The values of zb and Ab' and hence the 
terminus altitude (TA), becomes essentially set by 
the physical limits of the valley floor and walls to 
the extent that ice must fill the valley until an 
equality between mass input and output is achieved. 

This notion is, of course, not new. It is the 
basis for introducing ideas of mass transfer and bal
ance in most texts (e . g . Sugden and John, 1976; 
Paterson, 1981). However, by explicitly expressing 
this relationship in terms of elevational geometric 
moments, insight may be gained concerning long-term 
response to changes in mass balance. 

LONG-TERM STABILITY AND RESPONSE 

Meier and Post (1962), Meier and Tangborn (1965), 
and Dugdale (1972) suggest that the form of the net 
mass-balance curve may be taken as characteristic of 
a glacier and its surrounding climate, and that year
to-year fluctuations appear as shifts along the mass
depth axis. The assumption of long-term stationarity 
implies, however, that the flow dynamics of a glacier 
filter these high-frequency fluctuations, so that 
changes in mass balance may be considered to be the 
result of: (l) a vertical translation of the net
balance curves, which is equivalent to a simple cha~ge 
in the ELA, (2) a rotation of either or both the 
accumulation g(z) and ablation h(z) net-balance curves 
(in the same or opposite directions), or (3) some com
bination of the previous two. This is to say that a 
change in the mass-balance curve of an individual 
glacierjs not li k..el...1' to be produc~d_l2..~ by climatic 
factors (regional and local) in the absence of modif
ication from changing flow factors. Moreover, it is 
unlikely that a glacier will respond only byexpan
sion or contraction of its terminus without modifica
tion in geometry elsewhere. This must be borne in 
mind in the following discussion of glacier response 
which incorporates the simplification of assumption 
(iii) from the previous section. 

Following Osmaston (1975), five basic geometric 
forms of glaciers are considered (Fig. 3). For con
venience, these idealized glaciers are approximately 
the same size and have the same relief. It should be 
noted that the forms in Figure 3 represent more 
accurately valley-basi n shapes which mayor may not 
be filled with glacier ice depending upon the ELA 
pos iti on and mass-balance gradients. By fixing the 
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ELA and mass-balance curves over all five glaciers, 
terminus elevations may be determined. Moreover, the 
results of allowing the ELA to successively change 
may be generalized as in Figure 4. Considering the 
direction of change to be a decreasing ELA, dis
parate responses in the terminus elevations may be 
exami ned in terms of Equati on (10) . 

The relationship between ELA and TA is perfectly 
linear for the rectangular glacier shape. This simple, 
but not insignificant, relation occurs because 
F' (z) = f(z) is in this case a constant (Fig. 3). 
Expanding Equation (lOb) 

zm 
J z f(z) dz 

b ELA 
~= BR (11) 
bnc Zt 

J z f(z) dz 
ELA 

(It is noted that Equation (11) is equivalent i n form 
to Equation (3) of LaChapelle (1962) for a net budget 
B = 0. ) 

or 

But f(z) is a constant, so 

2 
BR = ( zm - ELA ) 

ELA - Zt 

Zt = K' Zc + ELA 

where K' is a constant and z c 

K' 

(12) 

(13) 

Zm - ELA . Therefore, 

(14 ) 

and since dzc d(ELA) (zm is assumed fixed) 

d(ELA) 
K' (15 ) 

which is the desired result in Figure 4. In words, a 
unit lowering of the ELA corresponding to an increase 
in accumulation is exactly compensated by a similar 
unit lowering of the TA (not necessarily equivalent 
to " ELA) required to ablate the increase in accumula
ted mass. Because F'(x) is constant, this " TA is in
versel y proportional to the balance ratio. The other 
shapes, of course, do not exhibit a linear response. 
For example, shape B (Fig. 3) is such that F(z), sur
face area, increases at a decreasi ng rate . Hence, 
successive unit lowerings of the ELA are associated 
with a decreasing rate of increase in accumulated 
mass. But, concomitantly, the rate at which addition
al surface area becomes available for ablation de
creases faster at lower and lower elevations . The 
result is that successively new requirements for 
ablation are compensated chiefly by increases of zh 
relative to increases in Ab (Equation (lOa)). Thus, 
the TA is lower than those of other glacier forms · 
with the same ELA (Fig . 4). This result is very simi
lar to the reasoning presented by Mercer (1961[b]) 
for fjord glaciers which, in order to achieve a steady 
condition, may dramatically extend their snout to a 
position where increased melting and calving can 
accommodate the increased accumulation of mass higher 
up . A similar, but opposite, argument can be given 
for glacier shape C (Fig. 3) where, because surface 
area increases (with decreasing elevation) at an in
creasing rate, the effect is relatively high terminus 
positions. Glacier shapes D and E are essentially 
end-to-end combinations of shapes Band C. Thus, the 
response of D to a lowering of the ELA is similar to 
that of C over high ELA values, and similar to the 
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Fig. 3 . PLanimetric views and hypsometric curves of five basic (ideaLized) gLacier shapes. Shapes D and E 

are essentiaLLy end-ta- end combinations of shapes Band c . 
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Fig . 4. GeneraL reLation between terminus aLtituie (TA) 

and ELA for the five ideaLized gLaciers of Figure 3. 
BaLance ratio (BR) is constant over the ELA range. 
For ELA p?sition 1, the TA of B < A ~ D ~ E < c; 
for position 2, E < B < A < C < D. 

response of B over lower ELA values. Likewise, the 
response of E is similar to that of B over high ELA 
values, and s imilar to the response of C over lower 
ELA values (Fig. 4). 

These results also suggest that the collective 
responses of glaciers may contain useful climatic 
(mass-balance) information for a particular region. 
If, as depicted in Figure 4, several glaciers within 
distinct valley shapes are subjected to similar cli
matic conditions, there should exist a more-or-less 
unique set of TA positions. For example, with the 
relative ELA position 1 in Figure 4 (assuming similar 
mass-balance curves), TA positions of glacier shapes 
Band C would be dissimilar whereas TA positions of 
A, D and E would be essentially the same. Moreover, 
with a change in the regional ELA, the relative "rank" 
of a glacier's TA position mayor may not change de
pending on its geometry (contrast relative TA values 
for ELA positions 1 and 2 in Figure 4). Conversely, 
time-distance diagrams from distinct, but adjoining, 
valleys may be used, if evaluated collectively, to 
infer the necessary climatic conditions (or changes 
in climate) leading to a set of former (or present) 
glacier positions. We present a brief example from 
Miller (unpublished) in the next section. 

Taking elevation as the abscissa, clockwise ro
tation of the g(z) and h(z) curves implies reduced 
accumulation and ablation, and counterclockwise 
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rotation implies increased accumulation and ablation. 
These rotations also correspond to a reduction and 
an increase, respectively, of the values of bnc and 
bnb. If the ELA is fixed, it is apparent from Equation 
(10) that changes in bnc or bnb' or both, must be 
compensated by an increase (terminus advance) or a 
decrease (retreat) in the geometric moment of the 
ablation area . An argument similar to that given pre
viously concerning changes in the ELA can be extended 
to the prediction of disparate responses between 
glaciers with different distributions of ablation 
surface over elevation. Of particular interest, how
ever, is the special case where sympathetic rotation 
of g(z) and h(z) maintains a constant value for the 
balance ratio (b b/b nc ). If this occurs, then accord
ing to Equation ~10), glacier geometry does not change. 
For example, a climatic change which would translate 
into a doubling of both bnb and bnc would not lead to 
an advance or retreat. The possibility therefore ex
ists that certain major climatic events could go un
detected if reconstructions are based too heavily 
upon terminal-moraine positions. Such a "perfect" ro
tation is unlikely; a change in precipitation would 
have to be exactly compensated by a change in thermal 
energy available for melting (Kuhn, [1981]), and also, 
changes in geometry due to changes in flow conditions 
would be likely to accompany rotation. Nevertheless, 
if a significant long-term change in climate produced 
an "imperfect" multiple of change between the bnb and 
b c values, the result could be the construction of 
c~osely spaced moraines, which might incorrectly be 
interpreted as marking minor differences in glacier 
regimen. 

These notions of long-term glacier response, em
bodied in Equation (10), have practical utility. De
pending upon which variables are known and which are 
unknown, Equation (10) may be used to infer limited 
information about the regimen of a modern or former 
glacier, or, conversely, to estimate ELA values. In 
general, if the ELA and terminal position of a glacier 
are known, and if reasonable topographical control is 
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available for modern glaciers (or can be reconstructed 
for former glaciers; e.g . Porter, 1975), then the 
values of Ac and Ab are known and z~ and Zb can be 
estimated numerically (Equations (6) and (7)) . (We 
will also show in the next section that they can be 
approximated graphically .) This enables calculation 
of the balance ratio. Independent data concerning 
accumulation or ablation would be required, of course, 
to attach actual values to either bnb or bnc • Con
versely, if a balance ratio is assumed, ELA values 
can be estimated, an approach ta ken by Osmaston (1975) 
using a slightly different form of Equation (10). The 
strength of the relationship of Equation (10) is, in 
part, its use in conjunction with other independent 
means of estimating glacier regimen or ELA values. 
Additionally it can provide a simple means for using 
the disparate responses of several glaciers in an 
area to infer possible climatic influences . 

EXAt1PLES 

Three examples of the application of Equation (10) 
are presented . The first concerns a simple test of 
Equation (10) using data of Meier and Tangborn (1965) 
for South Cascade Glacier . We then examine balance
ratio variations over an area of the Alaska Range, 
and the possibility of using this ratio to estimate 
ELA values. Finally, we describe the work of Miller 
(unpublished) to illustrate how disparate responses 
of glaciers may be utilized to infer climatic in
fluence. 

1. So uth Ca scade GLacier baLance rati o 
Values for Equation (10) were estimated from the 

topographic map of Meier and Tangborn (20 m contour 
interval; correct as of 12 September 1961) for South 
Cascade Glacier, and from their estimate of the 
steady-state net-balanc~ curve for ' seven budget years 
(Fig . 5a). The balance ratio was calculated to be 
about 2. 2, whereas the straight-line approx i mations 
of g(z) and h(z) in Figure 5a have a ratio of about 

(b) (c) 
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MASS VOLUME 
( orbi trary uP:ts) 

Fig . 5 . (a) Steady-state net-baLance CUl've (from b udget 
years 1957-58 through 1963-64) and sUl'face area in 
reLation to eLevation for South Cascade GLacier (after 
Meier and Tangborn, 1965). ALso shown are the straight
Line apP"'oximations of the net-baLance curve. 
(b) ELevationa L distribution of geometric moment s caL
c uLated fr om Equation (1 0) . 
(c ) Mass voL une distribution over acc WluLation zone 
based on "true" net-baLance curve (soLid Line) and on 
Linear ap[X'oximations of the net-baLance curve (dashed 
-Line). 
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2.3. This difference would amount to less than one 
contour interval (20 m) difference in terminus alti
tude. We suggest that this close agreement is not 
fortuitous. The linear approximation of h(z) (ablation 
zone) is very good, as has been reported for other 
cases (Renaud, 1952; Nielsen, 1957; Schytt, 1967; 
Dugdale, 1972). In contrast, the 1 inear approximation 
of g(z) appears less reasonable for the areas just 
above the ELA and over the highest elevations; this 
apparently common feature of glaciers is discussed 
by Mercer (1961[a]) and LaChapelle (1962) in terms 
of the use of a linear approximation. However, it 
should be stressed that, because geometric moments 
are calculated for Equation (10), these areas contri
bute a relatively small proportion to the momment 
mc of the accumulation zone (Fig. 5b). For example, 
63% of mc is due to the distribution of area between 
1940 m and 2080 m elevation, less than one-half of 
the total relief of the accumulation zone. Moreover, 
the interval of largest actual area, 1860 m to 1880 m, 
accounts for less than two per cent of the total 
geometric moment, although the area over the interval 
is greater than 12% of the total area Ac' A similar 
argument can be made concerning the distribution of 
mass over elevation (Fig. 5c). Moreover, the total 
mass estimated using the true balance curve and that 
estimated from the linear approximation of g(z) dif
fer by only about three per cent. For these reasons, 
it seems reasonable to conclude that the assumption 
of linearity is most important over the mid-elevation 
ranges of the two net-balance curves. We have no 
evidence indicating that this is not usually the case 
for most glaciers. 

2. BaLance-ratio variation and ELA estimation 
Although a numerical solution is relatively easy 

to obtain, it is also possible to obtain a graphical 
solution of Equation (lOa) from the hypsometric curve 
F(z) of a glacier. For many glacier forms, Zc and zb 
are very well approximated by the two values of z 
associated with the mid-area values of the accumulation 
and ablation zones (Fig. 6). (zc and zb are measured 
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Fi g . 6 . Gra[fz i caL soL ution of Eq lntion (lOa) : [XJ s itive 
distances ( fr om EL A) of ~ and zb ar e associated 
a pprooximateLy with mid- ar ea vaL!Aes of the acc unuLat i on 
and abLa t i on zones ; these ar e aLso associated with the 
areaL- weighted mean water- equivaLent depths da and db 
Lines g( z) and h( z ) are Li near a pprooximations of the 
net-baLance c urve over eLevation . 

as positive values from the ELA.) For example, this 
approximation gives elevation values of about 1960 m 
and 1770 m (zc ~ 100 m; zb ~ 90 m), which leads to a 
balance ratio of about 2.2 for South Cascade Glacier. 
This approximation also allows the ELA to be readily 
estimated, if a particular value of the balance ratio 
is assumed, by interatively choosing ELA values until 
Equation (lOa) is satisfied. 

To examine this use of Equation (10), we selected 
three groups of glaciers within the Alaska Range for 
which topographic coverage was good, and from which 
values of ELA could be reasonably estimated, based 
mainly on ice-surface topography. The three groups 
included: ten glaciers flowing radially from the 
Kichatna massif; Straightway, Foraker, and Herron 
Glaciers, each flowing north-west off the main 
crest of the range; and nine glaciers located on the 
north flank of the range in the east-central part of 
McKinley National Park. These groups will be referred 
to, respectively, as Kichatna, West Park, and East 
Park (Figs 7 and 8). The glaciers exhibit a wide 
range in areal geometry (Fig. 9), and have a simi
lar geographic setting within each group. The follow
ing were determined or calculated for each glacier 
(Table I): ma ximum elevation zm' minimum elevation 
Zt, total area, ELA, accumulation-area ratio (AAR) 
based on graph of hypsometric curve; AAR based on 
numerical solution with linear interpolation; bal
ance ratio (BR) based on half-area approximations of 
z<;: and zb; and balance ratio based on numerical solu
tlon (linear interpolation). Additionally, ELA values 
were back-estimated assuming first, an AAR of 0.65, 
and second, a BR of 2.0. (A value of 2.0 was chosen 
based on initial estimates of BR from the Kichatna 
group.) It should also be emphasized that ELA values 
were initially estimated from the topographic maps 
based mainly on ice topography, being where contour 
lines change from concave to convex down-valley. We 
felt that this would give the best indication of a 
steady-state ELA. Moreover, where ELA values did not 
coincide between tributary valleys, we attempted to 
choose a single ELA value which reflected an areal 
weighting of the tributary valleys. This occurred in
frequently. 

(1) Concerning methodology, there is close agree
ment between the graphi cal and numeri cal solutions, 
as reflected in AAR and BR values (Table I; Fig. 10). 
Thus, expediency becomes a guide for choosing one or 
the other method. We used the graphical solutions 
for the compari sons discussed next. 

(2) Several approaches have been taken to estim
ate former ELA values (e.g. Mercer, 1961[a]; Porter, 
1970, 1975). A comprehensive review and comparison 
(by trend-surface analysis) of six methods are pre
sented by Meierding (1982) for the Colorado Front 
Range. Gross and others ([1977]) also compare eight 
frequently used methods that show varying results; 
the most reliable, based on a "standard" calculation 
of AAR = 0. 67, apparently comes from lateral moraine 
positions. This result is not in agreement with the 
results from Hawkins (unpublished) and Meierding (1982) 
and may depend on special conditions for the preserVa
tion of lateral moraine remnants. Given the data in 
Table I, it is worthwhile to consider the usage of 
AAR values in particular because of their frequent 
use for reconstructing former ELAs and because this 
method relies implicitly upon similarity of glacier 
shape and regimen over a given geographic area. This 
may be illustrated by considering, first, the ideal
ized glaciers in Figure 3. If a balance ratio of 2.0 
is applied to each shape (where each has 1000 m re
lief), AAR values range between 0.55 and 0.63 for an 
ELA at 500 m. Moreover, the AAR of glacier shape E, 
for example, changes from 0. 59 for an ELA at 500 m 
to 0.63 for an ELA at 800 m. This clearly illustrates 
the sensitivity of AAR values to hypsometry, particu
larly considering that the hypsometric curves of 
Figure 3 are innocuous relative to those of most nat
ural glaciers. The possibility exists for describing 
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Fig . 7 . TOp:igra[hic and Location marx; of the ten Kichatna massif gLaciers and the nine East Rzrk gLaciers 
used to evaLtate Equ:ztion (l0) . Contour intervaL equaLs 500 feet; vaLues in thousands of feet . 
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KICHATNA MASSIF 

WEST PARK 

EAST PARK 

Fig. 9. Hypsometric curves of the Kichatna massif, West 
Park, and East pQpk gtaciers. Etevation ranges and 
areas are given in Tabte I. 

families of curves for which particular AAR values 
more or less apply. However, hypsometric curves are 
not easily parameterized for the purpose of dis
tinguishing certain "types". Moreover, this approach 
would ignore differences in BR values, or more accur
ately, spatially varying rates of accumulatlon and 
ablation (Mercer, 1961[a]). 

Thus, geographic setting (e.g. maritime) may be a 
tenuous guide for choosing a particular AAR value for 
ELA estimations. Our ELA estimates for this area of 
the Alaska Range, based on an AAR of 0.65, show a 
wide range in error (Table I). A particularly note
worthy example is the difference between the Kichatna 
and West Park groups. The Kichatna glaciers (Figs 7 
and 9) generally have hypsometric curves like shape 
D (Fig. 3), and AAR values which cluster around 0.62. 
In contrast, the three West Park glaciers, which are 
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very close in size (Figs 8 and 9), are "strong" C
shapes with nearly identical AAR values of about 0.52. 
The ELA estimate errors consistently reflect this 
hypsometric contrast (Table I). 

(3) ELA estimates based on an assumed balance 
ratio of 2.0 appear, overall, to be less in error 
(Table I). By itself, this does not suggest superior
ity of this approach; an a pt' i ori choice of a lower 
AAR value would have consistently improved the first 
set of ELA estimates. (Likewise, a lower BR value 
would improve, overall, the second set.) The prob-
lem concerning reconstruction, in the absence of 
mass-balance data, becomes a question of which assump
tion (a particular AAR or BR) would better represent 
a set of glaciers in a similar geographic setting. 
As shown by the general relations in Figure 11, ELA 
estimate error is proportional to the inaccuracy of 
each of the initial assumptions. 

(4) It has been suggested that steady-state in
dices of glacier regimen (e.g. energy of glacieriza
tion) ought to be characteristic of a number of 
glaciers within a similar geographic setting (e.g. 
Shumskiy, 1946; LaChapelle, 1962). This presents the 
possibility that BR values could be estimated from 
glaciers for which data were available (e.g. ELA 
estimates based on maximum lateral moraine elevation) 
to be applied to other glaciers. The use of a BR in 
this manner rests on the assumption that although the 
BR is linked to topography through mass balance (Fig. 
1), glacier hypsometry per se would be unlikely to 
contribute to variations in the BR. This is in con
trast with the direct linkage between hypsometry and 
AAR values discussed previously. Viewed in this man
ner, the ELA esti mates based on an assumed ratio of 
2.0 (Table I) appear very promising. With the excep
tion of five glaciers, all error estimates fell with
in ± 40 m. All but four fell within ± 50 m. (One of 
these, Straightway, exhibits an unusually irregular 
ablation topography. It al so has no Neogl acial 
terminal-moraine sequence, in contrast to well-defined 
sequences associated with the Foraker and Herron 
Glaciers (personal communication from C. Waythomas). 
This may indicate a prehistoric surge which would 
have the effect of reduci ng the "true" steady-state 
balance ratio, thereby gi vi ng a large ELA estimate 
error.) Our assumption of BR = 2.0 was largely the 
consequence of the order in which the data of Table 
were collected, namely, we chose the mean BR value 
of the Kichatna group. This luxury of course would be 
unlikely to be available for reconstruction purposes. 
Nevertheless, data of this type, particularly for 
modern glaciers, are becoming more available for var
ious parts of the world (e.g. Meier and others, 1971; 
MUller, 1977). 

(5) Balance ratios exhibit a wide range of values, 
particularly within the East Park group (Table I). In 
addition to error associated with estimating the BR 
from topographic maps, a size-associated variation 
should also be expected (Fig. 12). Different sizes of 
glaciers may be out of phase, in terms of how their 
geomet ry a nd topography refl ect certa in 1 engths of 
historical mass and energy exchanges, due to differ
ent lag times (LaChapelle, 1965; Miller, 1973). Thus, 
because our work was done with a single "snapshot" of 
modern glaciers, ice topography could be unreliable 
for sma 11 gl aci ers as an i ndi cator of long-term ELA 
values. Additionally total rel ief is small so that 
errors in estimated ELA values could be translated 
into significant deviations of the calculated BR val
ues from true values. Evaluation of this error is 
difficult. These points suggest that the premise of 
a characteristic regimen index for a region requires 
further examination. 

3. Dispar at e responses of gtaciers 
The utilization of disparate responses to infer 

climatic influence is well illustrated by the work 
of Miller (unpublished). He used moraine positions 
associated with two distinct glacier shapes to infer 
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agreement between methods . 

TABLE 1. ELEVATION, AREA, ELA, AAR, AND BR DATA FOR THE KICHATNA MASSIF, WEST PARK, AND EAST PARK GLACIERS, 
ALASKA RANGE. DATA ARE IlASED ON 1 INCH TO 1 MILE (1 :63 360) TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS (CONTOUR INTERVAL OF 100 FEU) 

zM zT Area ELA 
GLaoier m m km2 m 

KICHATNA 
A 2440 310 25.92 1070 
B 2010 490 9.39 1280 
Shadows-Shelf 2290 410 24.17 1280 
Cul-de-sac 2130 990 14.43 1430 
Ta t i na 2350 930 11.15 1460 
C 2040 1200 2.54 1580 
D 2190 1140 4.47 1620 
E 1980 1430 0.94 1710 
F 2100 940 4.08 1460 
Ca 1 dwe 11 2160 640 12.39 1310 
mean values 2170 850 10.95 1420 

WEST PARK 
St ra i ghtway 3800 970 50.10 2010 
Foraker 5300 880 58.37 1860 
Herron 4270 940 61.59 1800 
mean values 4460 930 56.69 1890 

EAST PARK 
Sunri se 2040 1300 0. 99 1740 
A 2330 1240 9.41 1620 
B 2230 1260 3.51 1620 
C 2240 1270 3.85 1650 
D 2510 1260 11.52 1680 
E 2160 1360 1.07 1620 
F 2330 1360 4.60 1650 
G 2390 1280 5.72 1580 
H 2390 1310 8.01 1740 
mean va 1 ues 2290 1290 5.41 1660 

ove rall means 2530 1040 14.92 1580 

differences in mass balance for Late Foxe/Wisconsinan 
and Neog1acia1 gla cie rs on north-eastern Baffin Is
land. Miller described "foot" and "potbelly" glaciers. 
A foot glacier ha s a large upland accumulation area 
which lead s down-valley through a steep "neck" to a 
piedmont ablation lobe (E, Fig. 3) ; the Neoglacia1 
terminal moraine i s usually nested closely within the 
Late Foxe/Wisconsinan moraine, and the present ice 
terminus essentially abuts the Neog1acial moraine. 
In contrast , former potbelly glaciers had relatively 
little upland accumulation areas, but large mid
section areas (D, Fig. 3); the associated modern glac-

'" ELA estimate 

AAR(; AA~ BBG BRN AA Ra .65 BR2.0 

0.62 0.62 1.52 1.77 -40 -20 
0.61 0.61 2.19 1.91 -30 +20 
0.61 0.61 1.90 1.80 -60 -20 
0.62 0.62 2.04 2.08 -30 0 
0.64 0.63 1.94 2.02 -la 0 
0.65 0.63 2.18 2 .15 0 -30 
0.75 0.74 3.15 3 .51 +90 +190 
0.53 0.69 1.27 1.09 -50 -20 
0.53 0.54 1.94 1.80 -70 0 
0.63 0.62 2.07 1.98 -10 0 
0.62 0.63 2.02 2 .01 -20 +10 

0.51 0.52 1.09 1.26 -280 -180 
0.52 0.51 2.11 2.30 -220 +20 
0.52 0.52 1.71 2 .08 -190 -10 
0.52 0.52 1.64 1.88 -230 -60 

0.30 0.31 0.28 0.29 -240 -160 
0.53 0.53 1.69 1.61 -60 -20 
0.42 0.42 0.64 0.87 -120 -80 
0.55 0.55 1.22 1.60 -60 -40 
0.56 0. 56 1. 97 1. 95 -50 0 
0.44 0.46 0.85 1.05 -80 -50 
0.59 0.60 2.81 2.81 -40 +30 
0.65 0.64 2.90 3.18 0 +40 
0.61 0.61 2.05 2.27 -110 0 
0.52 0.52 1.60 1. 74 - 80 -30 

0.56 0.57 1. 80 1. 88 -80 -20 

iers frequently occur only as sma ll ice bodies in 
upland areas, far removed from the Late Foxe/ 
Wisconsinan and Neog1acia1 maxima. In fact, Miller 
inferred from this and other evidence that the two 
responses in terminus positions were most likely to 
be associated with a nearly 200 m increase in the ELA, 
and an increase in precipitation and summer tempera
tures, suggesting a sympathetic rotation of g(z) and 
h(z). Analyses of this type could easily benefit from 
an iterative computer program that incorporates the 
simplicity of Equation (10). 

As noted previously in reference to Figure 4, the 
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Fig. 12. pLot of deviations of "t"f'ue" BR vaLues from 2. 0 
for the 22 gLacie"f's studied (TaHe I) in reLation 
to gLacier size (km 2 ) . The data miLdLy suggest the 
enveLope CU"f'ves (dashed Lines); the ouHier nea"f' 
50 km 2 is straightway GLacier (see text for disc ussion) . 

relative amount of response (advance or retreat) of 
varying glacier shapes may change as the regional ELA 
changes. This suggests that the most highly contrast
ing shapes in a region would yield the greatest in
formation concerning climatic influence on glacier 
response (Miller, unpublished). It also suggests that 
independent estimates of former ELA values, for ex
ample using a particular AAR value, should initially 
be made from glaciers with similar shapes and altitud
inal ranges when a large sample size can be obtained. 
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